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Winter Newsletter 2013

NEADC
Monthly Meetings
General Meetings
Third Wednesday of
each month 6:30 PM
NEAq Harborside Learning Lab

Please come and join us!
Meetings are filled with great diving
information. We feature fabulous
guest speakers and we learn where
other members have been diving.
Also, only members present at the
meeting are eligible to win a dive in
the Giant Ocean Tank!

February 20, 2013

Dr. Greg Skomal, Shark Biologist for
the Massachusetts Department of
Marine Fisheries, will give a
presentation on
Whale Sharks of the Red Sea

March 27, 2013

Behind the Scenes! This members
only event requires pre-registration.
See the website as details develop.

April 17, 2013

Andrew J. Martinez, author of Marine
Life of the North Atlantic, will give a
presentation on diving in St. Vincent.

Eat and Greet

Before each General Meeting,
from 5:30 to 6:30 PM at Jose
McIntyre's on Milk Street.
For up to date information on General
Meetings, please check our website
at www.neadc.org.

Boston Sea Rovers
March 8—10
The 59th annual Boston Sea Rovers Clinic will be held from March 8th through
10th at the Double Tree by Hilton Hotel in Danvers. This is the same location as
last year and provides free parking.

Tickets

Discounted tickets are available through the club at the February General
Meeting. Tickets can also be purchased online through the Boston Sea Rover’s
website. http://www.bostonsearovers.com

Film Festival

The jewel of each annual Clinic is our Saturday Evening Film Festival. The Sea
Rovers take pride in the fact that we have continuously blazed the trail in the
underwater world, and presenting/premiering more speakers from our stages
than any other show.
The film festival will be held on Saturday March 9th (tickets usually sell out
quickly). Seating begins at 7:15 and the show begins at 8:00 pm sharp.
The Boston Sea Rovers are pleased to announce that the 2013 Master of
Ceremonies will be Ernie Brooks. Additional presenters as well as a spectacular
list of filmmakers will be added to the event as we get final confirmation, so
please check the Sea Rovers website for up to date information.

Volunteer and Visit us at Sea Rovers

Each year the NEADC has a booth at the Sea Rovers Clinic. We are looking for
volunteers to help staff the booth. If you are interested in helping, please contact
Joy Marzolf at program@neadc.org. If you are unable to volunteer, please stop
by and visit us at the booth.

Cotting School

Seamark was started by Frank Scalli, a Sea Rover, and Scuba Pioneer. Through
the financial assistance of the Sea Rovers, every child in the school was
provided with an extensive visual examination which provided insight into the
students’ learning difficulties. Several of the children were indeed diagnosed
with visual problems. It soon became the goal of Frank Scalli to provide the
students of the Cotting School with a vision clinic to assist them in attaining their
educational goals. The first vision clinic at Cotting School was financed by the
generosity of the divers in the Boston area.
Since 2007, your NEADC has continued Seamark's support of the Cotting
School's vision clinic. Proceeds from the sale of snacks at the annual Sea Rover
Clinic will be donated to the Cotting School.

Tips for Photographing Sharks
By: Dave Norman

Over the past two years a friend and I took trips to the
Bahamas to dive/photograph sharks: Nassau to dive
with “Caribbean reef sharks”; Grand Bahama Island to
dive with lemon and tiger sharks. Although I’m no
expert, here are my tips for
preparing yourself mentally
diving with sharks
photographing sharks

Mental Preparation:

Photographing sharks involves either a giant stride or a
back-flip from a boat into waters in which the crew has
spent 20 – 40 minutes chumming to attract sharks – the
more sharks, the better. As you peer into the clear blue
water and observe the gracefully swimming sharks, two
words may enter your mind for the first time – adult diapers. Slowly exhale and take the plunge.

(c) 2012 Dave Norman

Diving with sharks:

When I told a friend of my plans to dive with lemon and tiger sharks, he promptly sent me a link to a video in which a
diver photographing sharks is nearly bitten! Diving with sharks has 4 simple rules, the first three are:
1. Please stay clear of the bait
2. Don’t go anywhere near the bait
3. Keep the heck away from the bait!
The fourth rule is in the photographic tips.

Photographic Tips:

1) Since the sharks are attracted to the bait box and you understand the first 3 rules of diving with sharks, allow the
sharks to approach you. Each person will have their own “comfort zone”. At this point I’ll introduce the 4th rule of diving
with sharks. Do not reach out with your hand to push the shark or pet the shark, yes, people try to pet the sharks. Since
these sharks have been “hand-fed” by dive masters, an outstretched hand may signify “food” to the shark.
2) Use a wide angle zoom lens. Because the sharks are next to you, the wide-angle will enable you to capture the
entire shark. The zoom enables you to capture head shots. The less water between you and your subject, the potential
for a better image.
3) For these shark dives, the sharks are constantly swimming. Use a fast shutter speed, approximately 1/250th of a
second. A fast shutter speed may also capture the sunlight filtering down through the water which may enhance the
composition.
4) Composition:
a. Angle: the lemon sharks stayed close to the bottom to pick up scraps. Typically divers are kneeling on the sand so
the camera angle is pointed slightly downward. I wanted the images to include their teeth – not for sensationalism, but
because sharks are apex predators and their teeth are characteristic of their role. Rather than kneeling, I laid on the sand
and shot slightly upward or at the same level as the teeth.
b. Point of reference: You can verbally describe how large a shark was, but including another diver in the photograph
gives a visual point of reference. When you show an image of a diver near a full-sized tiger shark, you won’t have to say
a word!
c. Subjects: The action is often fast paced. Look around. One of my images of a
diver and tiger shark involved the dive master who was behind us. When diving
with the Caribbean reef sharks, divers are positioned in a circle with the bait box in
the middle. The sharks swim through the circle and pass right by you. They also
re-enter the circle from behind you. You can create an image of an isolated shark
(in clearer water) by turning and photographing.
Use these tips and I think you’ll have a safe and productive photographic
experience. Adult diapers?
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David Norman is a New England
based diver/photographer who has
been diving for 40 years. His articles
and photographs have appeared in
international, national and regional dive
publications. David has spoken about
the marine life of New England and
presented his underwater images at
Beneath the Sea, Boston Sea Rovers,
university/schools, and museums.
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New England Nudibranchs
By: John Feehan

I still remember the first time I saw one underwater.
I wasn't expecting to see it. It was one of those
rare days in February. The water temp was 35
degrees, but the air temp was 55. Don Morse, one
of our good diving buddies said lets go (this was
pre-drysuit days). So, off Val and I went to Canoe
Beach in Nahant. For most of the dive, we were
just happy to be in the water. Val and Don went up
though the chimneys which was a lot of fun. It was
very quiet without any boat traffic. Then Don
started pointing to these little white dots. I thought
that the cold had gotten to him first, even though he
was in a drysuit. He kept insisting that we look at
these white dots. Some of the white dots were in
fact more red than white, but what did I know. The
dive lasted about 45 minutes.
When we got out of the water, Don was excited
that we had seen so many white dorids and red
gills. I thought, oh crap, I can't feel my toes, my
feet, my legs, my arms.... He kept asking what we
thought about the dorids and red gills. Finally
when we stopped shivering, we realized that the
white and red dots were not fish poop in the water
but little tiny animals.

62nd Boston Scuba Show

Feb 23, 2013,
Holiday Inn, Marlboro, Mass
10A.M. to 3P.M.

Alex Shure’s Wreck on Stellwagon Bank
LeRoy French’s Dolphins In Paradise
Fred Calhoun’s Searching For The Hesperus
Janet MacCausland’s Memories Of You
How Dive Computers ‘WORK’
Bob Boyle’s Santa Barbara Isle
Underwater Basics Of In-Water Videography
An Introduction To Scuba
Alex Shure’s On Half-Way Rock And The Wall
Flying After Diving
Matt Marcoux On Rebreathers
Deb Greenhalgh Hawaii and Diving Jamestown
Richard Palanzi: Paul Revere Spike Award
Directed by Alan Budreau
Tickets at $20 at the door or in advance.
write to Cecile Christensen, 2 Ocean Ave (Ste 1-H)
Gloucester, MA 01930.
Checks payable to The Dive Patrol
TRY-OUT SCUBA at the SCUBA SHOW
in Marlboro’s HOLIDAY INN pool.
Available to attendees 15 years or older.
Bring a bathing suit
Conducted by CUZIN OUTDOORS, Inc. of Whitinsville, MASS
www.cuzinsoutdoors.com

Since then, of course, we have learned that there is
an entire world of nudibranchs here in New
England. We now search for them on every dive
and get excited when we see one. While they can
be found throughout the year, it seems that they
are much easier to find when the water gets cold and the fish go to where ever fish go in the winter.

Finding nudibranchs and actually seeing them are two different concepts. To find them, I recommend Jerry Shine's
book Nudibranchs of the Northeast . In it you will learn not only what to look for but also where to look. To actually see
them, I recommend the Subsee magnifier by ReefNet Inc. I have the 10X version which allows me to see the
rhinophores, tubercles and gills. Of course, the other really helpful piece of equipment is a drysuit!
Nudibranchs can be found in just about every dive
site on Cape Ann, New Hampshire and Maine (I
assume south shore as well, but we don't dive down
there very often).
We enjoy nudibranch “hunting” as it requires that you
slowly move along and really look at the environment
closely. Often while looking for them, we find many
other interesting marine critters along the way. So,
don’t believe them when they say dive season is
over, it isn’t. Just load up on hot tea, bring your
warm water and get out there to enjoy the beauty of
NE nudibranchs.
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F/V North Star and a PADI Foundation Grant
By: Capt. Heather Knowles

In 2010, the first dive mooring was installed on the Unidentified Trawler shipwreck in Stellwagen Bank
National Marine Sanctuary through collaboration between the sanctuary and Northern Atlantic Dive
Expeditions. The mooring project was funded by a Project Aware Grant. Given the success of this
endeavor, we sought out funding for another mooring, this time through the PADI Foundation. In addition
to providing funds for a mooring, this project was also associated with documenting marine debris.
Divers know first-hand the damage caused to both marine life and the shipwreck itself from fishing gear
impacts and our goal was to use the F/V North Star site to document derelict fishing gear.
The F/V North Star is a recently discovered shipwreck in Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary
and was selected as the site for the mooring installation, which occurred in July 2012. The North Star
(ex. Bonaventure) was a wooden-hulled eastern rig dragger. The vessel was built in 1967 by Royal K.
Lowell of Portland, Maine, and is 55 feet in length. The North Star was based out of Gloucester and
actively fished in Massachusetts Bay. The vessel sank on August 28, 2003 following a capsizing. As
the North Star’s crew lifted its clam dredge aboard,
the vessel listed and capsized due to instability.
The Coast Guard casualty report concluded that
the weight of clams already onboard coupled with
the weight of the clams in the dredge caused the
vessel to roll over. Fortunately, there were no
fatalities associated with the sinking, as the two
crew members were rescued by the nearby vessel,
Half Fast.
Today, the F/V North Star rests in 100 feet of water
on top of Stellwagen Bank. The wreck is broken up
into three main pieces: the hull is at the dive site’s
F/V NORTH STAR
north end. Separated by 100 feet, its clam dredge
sits at the site’s southeast corner. Its deck machinery is due west of the clam dredge, still connected by
its towing cable. Despite being in shallow water, this site does pose some challenging diving conditions
as a result of the distance between sections of the wreck—a diver must run a reel to navigate the wreck,
and cross a section of sand where one can be exposed to strong current. However, there are some
spectacular sights to observe, such as the vessel’s propeller in addition to the typical abundant marine
life found at many places in the sanctuary.
We are in the process of creating a guide for utilizing the mooring and diving the wreck, similar to the
guide that was created for the 100-foot deep Unidentified Trawler wreck site where the first mooring was
installed.
So what can you do? Ask your favorite dive operator about the F/V North Star and the Unidentified
Trawler shipwrecks. Both have mooring systems installed that make access to the sites easier for both
the charter boat and divers. We hope to see lots of divers out in the sanctuary, enjoying the fantastic
dive conditions, using the mooring, taking photos and video, and sharing what you see in order to raise
public awareness around the problem of
Captain Heather L. Knowles is the President and comarine debris.
founder of Northern Atlantic Dive Expeditions, Inc. and cocaptain of the R/V GAUNTLET. Heather is a member and
Learn more on the Sanctuary Diving
treasurer of the Boston Sea Rovers, a member of the ExFacebook page:
plorers Club, and has been the Diving representative on the
https://www.facebook.com/
Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary's Advisory
SBNMS.dive.mooring
Council (SAC) since 2008. Currently, she is the SAC’s
Vice-Chairperson.
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KAYAK DIVING

Dive sites, distances and flexibility never previously possible
By: Tom Bergendahl
Satan Rock, Salem Sound
The beginnings of my love of kayak diving were
spawned by one to many crowded dive site
experiences. I am not sure if it was Foley cove,
Cathedral Rocks or just Cape Ann sites in general. I
started to realize that most of the easily accessible
sites were either dived before and it was silty or stirred
up, or that the easily found lobsters had already been
taken prior to me getting there. I also loved boat dives,
but didn’t love the part about having to guess which
day might be great in terms of weather and the fact that
my deposit would be kept if I thought the weather was
bad, but the captain wanted to go.
Kayaks provide the necessary gear transport, site access and flexibility to dive where you want,
whenever you might be able to get out. After learning the basics of tethering down the dive gear,
planning the logistics, and anchoring, it is only a matter of deciding which unspoiled spot you want to
dive. Several of the less popular off-shore sites that I have explored have been absolutely spectacular.
Among them are Children’s Island, Cormorant Rock and Satan Rock in Salem sound. A trip out to the
Rockport Breakwater this past summer was rewarded
with 30 – 40 foot visibility. It was what I still think of as
one of my top 5 or 10 dives of the past 25 years.

Dive buddy Carl Thein having a snack before
the trip back to Marblehead’s Chandler Hovey

Your dives and dive sites are limited only by your ability
to think of places to go and your physical conditioning.
Yes, I have dived Halfway Rock from my kayak, but I
think I will make every effort not to do it solo next time.
Other places that dive kayaks can get you to include:
Shag Rocks off Little Brewster, a.k.a., Boston Light,
Egg Rock, East Point and Shag Rocks (Nahant),
Halibut Point, Rockport, etc. The kayak also makes a
great catching platform for Fort Wetherill, Rhode Island
tropical fish collecting. One of the only trips or sites
that I wouldn’t choose to attempt is the Isles of Shoals.
They are about 10 miles round trip.

If you are a “new to kayak diving” diver, my recommendation is to keep the first outing very easy.
♦ The less gear, the betterJa.k.a., no cameras.
Caught and released
♦ Try out a site without all the dive gear.
off of
♦ Have a plan which includes your friend/family/spouse/
Satan Rock, Salem
etc., knowing where you are going, and when you plan
to be back. They should know who to call like the
Harbormaster, Coast Guard, etc., in the event of an
emergency.
I will be making an effort next spring & summer to get some
more NEADC members out with me. It is a really fun
adventure!!! Give it a try.
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SAVE THE DATES!

July 13, 2013 Great Annual Fish Count
Gloucester Stage Fort Park

September 28, 2013 Annual Tropical Fish
Rescue and picnic BBQ, Fort Wetherill,
Jamestown, RI (Rain Date 10/5)
Many thanks to Welfab, Inc for helping with the fabrication of
grill equipment used for our successful outings.
http://www.welfab.com

New England Aquarium Dive Club Membership Form

To join or renew, visit us online at www.neadc.org or fill out & send in the form below
Type of Membership:
Has your address changed since last renewal?

New _____
No _____

Renewal _____
Yes
_____ previous town _________________

New England Aquarium Membership Categories: Choose One:

(Membership in the Dive Club requires current membership in the New England Aquarium)

Free Admission

IMAX Passes

__ Associate

$85.00 + $15 ( Dive Club Membership) =$100.00 (Member + 1 guest)

NA

__ Patron

$135.00 + $15 ( Dive Club Membership) =$150.00 (Member + 3 guests) 2 passes

__ Ambassador

$185.00 + $15 (Dive Club Membership) =$200.00

(Member + 5 guests) 4 passes

__ Ocean Explorer $250.00 + $15 (Dive Club Membership) =$265.00 (Member + 7 guests) 6 passes
For additional membership benefits and levels see www.neaq.org

Name

Phone

Address

*E-mail

City

State

Zip

*An email address is required for monthly NEADC e-Newsletters and event updates.
Contact information will be used for Aquarium and Dive Club purposes only.
Total Amount Enclosed $________________

(Dive Club dues plus Aquarium membership)

Please make your check payable to “New England Aquarium” or charge to:
MC / V / DISC / AMEX Account #

Expiration

Signature

Mail to: Membership Department, New England Aquarium, Central Wharf, Boston MA 02110
NEADC WINTER 2013 NEWSLETTER
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Helpful Boat Diving Tips
By: Capt. James Sullivan
Boat diving is a great way to enjoy dive sites that are not accessible from shore. In fact most of the best
dive sites in New England are only available from a dive boat. Here are some tips and procedures for a safe
and enjoyable dive from a charter boat.
First if you are prone to seasickness, be sure to take some medications both the evening of the charter, as
well as the morning of the charter. If you get seasick on the boat, medications at that time will not be much
help.
On the morning of the charter, you should arrive at the shop
or dive boat at least 30 minutes before the scheduled
departure time. This will give you time to fill out paperwork,
get your gear loaded, and meet the crew & other divers. No
one wants to be the last person rushing around to get
everything done, and holding up the dive boat- you are not
going to be very popular once on board!!
Once on board, ask the crew were and how dive equipment is
stored. Keep your equipment together!! Chances are that at
least one other diver will have similar, if not the same pieces
of equipment as you. Labeling your gear is highly
recommended. Once all the dive equipment is loaded, the
boat crew will usually give a safety/boat procedures briefing.
Be sure to pay attention during the crew briefing. Now it is off to the dive site.
As you are getting your equipment ready for the dive, be patient and use caution. Everyone is usually
getting geared up at the same time. Keep your equipment close by, and be mindful as you walk around the
boat deck. Try to avoid stepping or sitting on other people’s equipment.
The boat crew will usually give a briefing about the dive site, conditions, best sites in the area, currents,
entry & exit techniques, and buddy roles. Pay close attention to the currents, while boat diving. The currents
in certain areas can be quite strong, and take you much further away from the dive boat than you planned
on. Ever seen Open Water??
Once you are geared up, let the crew know you are ready to enter the water, and wait for the go ahead.
Once in the water, signal the crew that you have entered the water safely, and start your dive. Just before
heading down, again check your heading with a compass. Usually head away from the boat in one
direction, and return via a reciprocal heading works best.
Other Tips:
Inform crew of any medical conditions you have
Pack some snacks & drinks for yourself
Use sunscreen
Don’t forget to tip the crew
Pay attention to crew briefings
Remain in fairly close proximity to the dive boat
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Captain Jim Sullivan is owner of Boston Scuba. He
has over 18 years of experience in the dive industry.
Jim is a member of the New England Aquarium Dive
club and offers all NEADC members a discount on
his boat charters.
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REEF Volunteer Survey Project
By: Janna Nicols

What is it?
REEF enlists the help of recreational divers and snorkelers to keep track of marine life they see
in the water. This data goes into the largest publically available marine life database of its kind.
This information helps scientists, researchers, teachers, students, citizens, policy makers, etc.

Where can I do surveys?
Anywhere you dive (or snorkel) within these regions: Tropical Western Atlantic, Northeast US & Canada, West Coast
of the US & Canada, Tropical Eastern Pacific, Hawaiian Islands and the South Pacific.

When can I do surveys?
Anytime you’re in the water. Any time of year, any time of day or night, basically anytime you like! We encourage
data collecting year 'round, whenever possible. You can get started right away, as long as you can positively identify
the fish you record on your survey. When in doubt, leave it out.

Who do I go with?
Anyone you like. Your buddy need not conduct a survey if they don’t want to. But it certainly is more fun with two!
Each diver should do their own survey, log their own data, and submit their own data online. Remember: One survey
per diver, per dive. Surveying can be done on your own, or as an organized group activity.

What do I survey?

All fish you see, and in some areas, a select list of invertebrates/algae.

What equipment is needed?

You’ll need a slate to write on, or something to keep track of what you see. You can use one of your own, or one of
REEF’s slates specially made for surveying. You can make life even easier on yourself by using REEF waterproof
underwater paper that has the most common fish in that region already printed on it. Just circle the species as you
see them, and you’re on your way. There are also laminated ID cards you can take with you in the water. An ID
book for the region is also needed to help you positively identify what you saw. (hint: taking photos of mystery fish
is a great idea!) All of these are available in the REEF online store at www.REEF.org

Don’t I need to be trained first?

Taking a class at your local Field Station is certainly the fastest way to learn how to ID a lot of fish, but if that option
isn’t available, you can get started on your very next dive. Just make sure the fish you record on your survey are
ones you can positively identify. Our Fishinars (short Webinar-style fish ID classes) are a great way to start and
continue learning. Another option for a fun learning experience is to go on one of REEF’s Field Survey trips. You
can find Fishinar and Field Survey schedules online at www.REEF.org under the 'Resources' tab.

What if I don’t know the names of all the fish I see?

Don’t worry! Just record the ones you DO know, even if it’s just one. You’ll learn as you go and get better with each
survey you do. (hint: taking photos of mystery fish, or sketching key features on your slate is a great idea!)

What’s my time commitment?

Whatever length of time you want to spend in the water, plus the time it takes to enter your data online. (about 10
min)

What’s the survey method?

Just go on your dive or snorkel like you usually do – wandering around, looking in nooks and crannys, in any depth
of water. You’ll be recording the relative abundance of the total number of fish of each species you see cumulatively
on your dive, not exact counts.
S=Single (1)
F=Few (2-10) M=Many (11-100)
A=Abundant (101+)

How do I submit my data?

It’s all done online nowadays! Join REEF first (it’s free) and you’ll be assigned a member number. Log in using that
number and your last name to enter your survey data online. http://www.reef.org/dataentry/login.php

Continued on page 9
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2013 NEADC Officers
President : Rick Rosa
president@neadc.org
Vice President : Uma Mirani
vicepresident@neadc.org
Business Manager : Julia Cichowski
business@neadc.org
Program Director : Joy Marzolf
program@neadc.org
Membership Director : Bob Munson
membership@neadc.org
Boat Dive Coordinator : Dan Sprague
boatdive@neadc.org
Shore Dive Coordinator : Greg Pease
shoredive@neadc.org
Secretary : Anna Krowczynska
secretary@neadc.org
Environmental Affairs : Tiffany Fowlie
environmental@neadc.org
Newsletter Editor : Val Feehan
newsletter@neadc.org
Webmaster : Steven Whitford
webmaster@neadc.org

St. Vincent with Andy Martinez
Come join photographer Andy Martinez in a dive/photo trip to
St. Vincent the critter capital of the Caribbean. You can
improve your photo skills in an informal learning environment
targeting the unusual marine animals on beautiful St. Vincent.
St. Vincent and the Grenadines is one of the hidden jewels of
the Caribbean. Here you will easily find marine life that is
considered rare or uncommon in most of the Caribbean. To
make things even better, the dive guides at Dive St. Vincent
are the best in the Caribbean for finding critters.
There will be daily photo instruction, image critiques on
composition, lighting, and tips that will raise your skills to a
new level. Check out St. Vincent's critters on Andy's
website. www.andrewjmartinez.com
Two sessions are available:
July 20- 28 and July 28 – Aug 5, 2013
Cost $ 1,250.00 + air fare
Package includes:
•12 dives
•daily photo instruction & critiques
•8 nights at the Mariners hotel
•full daily breakfast
•air-conditioned rooms
•fresh water pool
•cable TV
•all diving equipment (subject to availability)
•airport transfers
•Complimentary Wireless Internet
•20% discount on evening meals at the French
Verandah restaurant
•Government tax and hotel service charge
•Package is per person double occupancy, superior room
For more information contact - ajmart@mac.com or
bill2s@DiveStvincent.com

REEF Volunteer Survey Project (continued from page 8)
What happens when I get really good at this?

REEF has 5 Experience Levels. When you first start out, you’re a level 1 surveyor. Then, by accumulating certain numbers of surveys and passing tests for levels 2-5, you can work your way up to the highest level. You
can take your tests online now - just contact janna@reef.org

Where can I find more info?

The REEF website, of course! www.REEF.org
So get started today! Join REEF to get your member number and get rolling.
http://www.reef.org/user/register/member
Janna Nicols is the REEF Outreach
Please feel free to email me with any questions you might have. Coordinator and is an avid diver in the
Pacific Northwest. Janna dives year round
I’m here to help!
and lead an annual REEF fish counting trip
Janna Nichols, REEF Outreach Coordinator: janna@reef.org
to Vancouver Island, British Columbia, CA.
360-798-6414
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Central Wharf, Boston, MA 02110

NEADC Winter Calendar 2013
Check www.neadc.org and
Facebook for the latest updates

February
20th

23rd

Monthly Meeting with
Greg Skomal
Whale Sharks of the Red Sea
62nd Boston Scuba Show
(see page 3 for details)

Whale Watch Club Trip
May 2013 (date TBD )
For specific date and time please check
The NEADC website...
Join club members on a trip to Stellwaben Bank
National Marine Sanctuary where whales,
dolphins, sea birds and other marine life often
congregate to feed.

March
8—10 Boston Sea Rovers
9th
Boston Sea Rovers Film Festival
27th
Monthly Meeting
Behind the Scenes (registration required)

The area is home to many variety of whales
including humpback, finback, minke, pilot and the
critically endangered right whale

April
Shore Dive Planning Meeting (Date TBD)
17th
Monthly Meeting
Andrew J. Martinez, St. Vincent

Be prepared for a 3 to 4 hour trip. Bring warm
clothes, hats and gloves. Don’t forget to bring
your binoculars and cameras.

July
13th

Reservations are required. For details please
email Joy Marzolf at program@neadc.org

Great Annual Fish Count

September
28th
Tropical Fish Rescue

Children and families are welcome to join us.

